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Buenos Aires
criminal record
checks
$12.99

LOWEST PRICES

IN THE USA

SAN JUAN—$7.99
LONDON—$19.99
MONTREAL $7.99
BOGOTA - $12.99
MANILA—$14.99

Special prices on
ALL Searches

Straightline International -Puerto Rico Searches Available Now

Canada Wants
Your Input To
Figure Out If
People With
Criminal
Records Should
Work In The
Legal Weed
Business

The government
“acknowledges that there
are individuals with a history of nonviolent, lower-risk
activities (e.g., simple possession or small-scale cultivation of cannabis)” who
may want to work in the
legal weed business, once it
starts up next summer.

er and devout Muslim Yaya
Toure was famously landed
with what was thought to
be the UK's biggest ever
drinking fine of £54,000 in
2016.

India’s Police
Search vs. Court
Search
The differences between
police searches and court
searches are glaring.

The teetotal player was
fined one week's wages and
banned from driving after
Local police department
unwittingly drinking bran- searches focus on arrests
Ottawa is asking the pub- dy mixed with Coke while made at that police station
lic its thoughts on “the de- he was at a party.
only. The prosecution of
gree to which these individcases from the local police
uals should be permitted to Drink-driving in Taiwan are heard at a Magistrate
People with prior drug
convictions may not be to- participate in the legal can- is punishable by up to two Court or District Court.
nabis industry.”
years in prison and a fine of Each Magistrate Court
tally shut out of Canada's
$6,700 if the offender
legal weed industry.
hears cases from several or
avoids an accident. In the
Strict
more local police stations.
case of an accident the sen- Therefore magistrate court
The federal government
tence jumps to seven years cases cover a wider area
unveiled a consultation pa- Drink-Driving
and causing death incurs a than local police and are
per on Tuesday, asking the Punishments
10-year sentence.
public for input on how
preferable.
Across
The
they’ll design the nittyNorway calculates drinkgritty of the legalized recre- World
City police department
driving
fines on the basis of searches focus on arrests
ational market. Unsurprisingly, the paper makes it
In the United Arab Emir- 1.5 times the monthly sala- made in that city only.
clear that anyone with past ates, the offence of drink- ry of the criminal in ques- Since magistrate courts
associations or convictions driving is punished not by a tion. In 2003 a car importer cover only a slice of a city
was fined the equivalent of (or District) city police
connected to drug traffick- fine - but by 80 lashes.
£18,365.662 for drinking or organized crime may
searches are favorable over
driving
through
Oslo
in
his
be denied the security
In South Africa, drivers
a magistrate court search as
Rolls-Royce.
clearance required to work caught behind the wheel
they cover a wider area.
at cannabis companies.
after having more than
Better Than The
0.005 grams of alcohol per
District Court cases cover
Police
And yet the paper recog- 100 millilitres of blood face
all
cities in the District.
-/-/-/-/-/nizes that not everyone
Straightline
a 10-year jail sentence,
International’s
with a drug conviction
NO DELAYS
fines of up to £6,600 or
Puerto
Rico
search
ought to be blocked from
both.
Not a Police
working in the legal sysData Base Search
tem.
Manchester City midfield-

They would include all cases of the type most favorable to U.S. pre-employment
screening standards. District court cases cover a
wider area than city police
thereby making this the
most preferred search.
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5 Questions Wth
AmercanChecked

CEO Julie
Hakman

Background screening
company focuses on
people
by Adam Daigle

Julie Hakman is president
and CEO of AmericanChecked. The Native
American-owned business,
which specializes in preemployment background
screening, was founded in
2005 and was named to the
Inner City 100, which ranks
the fastest-growing, innercity businesses in America

by revenue growth. The
company has 50 employees
in Tulsa.
1. Your company was
awarded again for being
among the fastest-growing,
inner-city businesses in the
country. What has the last
year been like for you?
It’s been an incredible
year for AmericanChecked.
We’ve expanded our integrated services and have
partnered with companies
that are some of the best of
the best and complement
our services within the industry. We’ve expanded
our already impressive
footprint in the niche market of gaming and have also added new national retail
clients. Looking ahead to

2018, we will be introduc- others with the company?
ing several new products
and services that we’re very I often say, “At the end of
excited about.
the day, it truly is about
people,” and I really be2. Were you involved in
lieve that. It is rewarding
starting the company in
coming into work every
2005? What were those ear- day knowing that our cusly days like and how did
tomers trust us to help them
you all find success estab- with one of the biggest
lishing the company in the challenges of any company
business of background
— hiring a strong, qualified
checks?
workforce. The team at
AmericanChecked is the
I have been here since the finest group of people that I
very beginning. Many of
ever had the privilege of
the AmericanChecked staff working with, and they go
members, including the
above and beyond to ensure
leadership team, have
that our clients’ have exactworked together in the
ly what they need when
background screening inthey need it. The culture of
making someone’s day is
what separates AmericanChecked from other
companies. Our focus on
customer service is second
to none.

applicant. Our responsibility as a background screener is to present employers
with the necessary information for them to determine if an applicant is suit4. Your bio indicates
ed for a position and to enyou’re from California but sure the information we
went to the University of supply is accurate and
Oklahoma. How did you
truthful. AmericanChecked
land in Oklahoma and
believes there is a job for
what’s made you stay?
every American and encourages every applicant to
I am proud to say that my be truthful when applying
family is originally from
for a job.
Oklahoma and, while I
grew up in California,
Dubai Court On
summers and holidays
were spent in Oklahoma
The Web
with my grandparents. I’ve
been a Sooner fan for as
Dubai has a very adlong as I can remember
vanced court IT process.
and graduating from the
University of Oklahoma
was a lifetime goal and
achievement. Job opportunities then brought me
back to Oklahoma and,
when I later decided to
dustry for decades. The
open my own business, I
principals of Ameriknew that Oklahoma was
canChecked knew from
where I wanted it to be. I’m
experience what to do, how a Southern California girl
to do it and, most imwith Oklahoma in my
portantly, how to ensure
heart.
every customer has a direct,
focused relationship with
5. Being in the
our team. Our motto is
business for as
“Make their day,” and it is long as you have,
one that we embrace every what is a simple
day both with our clients
thing people can
and with our team memdo to get through
bers. We’ve come a long
a background
way since 2005 when there check without any
were just a few of us mak- issues?
ing sales and processing
orders to the team of FCRA A background
-certified experts in the in- check is about two
dustry.
things — deter3. What is one rewarding
aspect of being in the business of background screening that has kept you and

mining an applicant’s feasibility
for a job and validating information
provided by the

Dubai's Website offers
more services than most
U.S. courts.
If you have the time look
over their Website at:
www.dubaicourts.gov.ae
It is quite impressive

When
Background
Checks Go
Wrong

cases where incorrect information on criminal and other background checks is
making it difficult for innocent people to find work
and housing. Such checks
by Steven Melendez
are routinely required for
employment and rental apAfter spending several
plications, and conducted
years on a waiting list for a with varying levels of dilisubsidized apartment in
gence by hundreds of comTennessee, “Jack” says he panies around the country,
was turned away by a leas- but they only work properly
ing agent when incorrect
when the information they
information turned up in a contain is accurate.
routine background check.
And, increasingly, that’s
“She’s like, ‘You have a not the case.
sex offender charge on your
record,’ and I was
“We have gone from back
shocked,” says Jack, who
in the early part of the cenrequested that we not use
tury seeing a couple hunhis real name to avoid hav- dred [cases] about criminal
ing it further associated
records a year up to more
with the erroneous allega- than a thousand a year,”
tion. “I never have been
says Sharon Dietrich, litigacharged with that.”
tion director at Community
Legal Services of PhiladelThe agent showed Jack a phia and head of the legal
copy of the report, which
aid group’s employment
referred to a man with a
unit.
similar name and birthdate,
he says. The report also in- Digitizing data like court
cluded a photo of the alrecords has made backleged sex offender, who the ground checks significantly
leasing agent acknowlcheaper and faster than in
edged clearly wasn’t him. years gone by: In 2012, a
(Among other things, the
Society for Human Reman pictured had conspicu- source Management survey
ous face tattoos.)
found that more than twothirds of organizations
But Jack still lost his spot polled conducted criminal
on the waitlist—he’s curbackground checks on job
rently staying with a rela- candidates.
tive—and had a separate
housing application also
“I think employers are
declined because of the
scared not to do it because
mistaken information. As
they feel like they may be
he tries to correct the rec- found liable for negligent
ord and clear up the confu- hiring,” says Dietrich.
sion, every day is a new
day of limbo.
But regulation has not
necessarily kept pace. Even
Vidhi Joshi, an attorney at some jurisdictions that have
the Legal Aid Society of
passed so-called “ban the
Middle Tennessee and the box” legislation, which forCumberlands who is repre- bids employers from resenting Jack, filed a formal quiring potential hires to
dispute with the screening indicate on job applications
company that included the whether they’ve been conalleged offender’s picture victed of a crime, still allow
but hasn’t yet received a
criminal history checks latresponse. She has also re- er in the application proquested a copy of the report cess.
used for the second rental
application, which was isCompanies typically use a
sued by a different backthird-party background
ground check firm, she
screening service to verify
says. (Joshi declined to
the work and education hisidentify the firms involved, tories of potential hires, and
since their responses are
often to check a candidate’s
still pending).
credit history and search for
any criminal convictions
Jack’s story is just one of that might serve as a red
what fair credit advocates flag, says Mike Aitken,
say is a growing number of vice president of govern-

ment affairs at SHRM.
According to a May report
from business intelligence
firm IBISWorld, the $2 billion background check industry is mostly composed
of small, local firms, which
have benefited from easy
internet access to more and
more public records. Fear
of liability for employee
misconduct and post-9/11
security concerns have also
contributed to rapid growth
in the industry in recent
years, according to the National Association of Professional Background
Screeners, an industry
group which counts more
than 850 background
screening companies as
members.

known under federal law,
voluntarily adhering to certain ethical standards. The
group requires its members
to consult original documents, like court records,
and compare information
like birthdates and addresses to verify data from databases actually corresponds
to the subject of a background check.
“If you use a database for
his criminal records, if you
find a hit, we require that
you pull a criminal record
from the courthouse and
find the identifiers and ensure it’s the right person,”
he says.

that’s where you’ll find the
dispute procedures,” says
Dietrich. And those procedures often require documentation like proof of address that not everyone can
easily provide, she says.
“Some people can do that,
some people can’t, especially my clients who tend
to be low-income and on
the move,” she says.

One problem is overreliance on commercial databases, which can contain
incomplete information or
return hits based on false
matches, says Larry Lambeth, the president of
screening firm Employment
Screening Services.

Even in cases where data
is obtained directly from
government sources, it can
still be incorrect or out of
date: Former U.S. Attorney
General Eric Holder, now a
partner at law firm Covington & Burling, wrote letters
But not all background
on behalf of Uber to local
screeners conduct such rig- legislators earlier this year,
orous research, and not all urging them not to require
clients are willing to pay
ride-hailing services to vet
for it, he says. And even
their drivers against the
well-intentioned screeners Federal Bureau of Investican have difficulty verify- gation’s fingerprint dataing records in jurisdictions base.
where privacy-minded
courts redact personal inCritics have long said that
formation like addresses
the FBI database, which
and dates of birth, says
many states use to vet
Melissa Sorenson, execu- childcare workers, health
tive director of the National care professionals, and othAssociation of Professional ers in regulated occupaBackground Screeners.
tions, often contains wrong,
misleading, or incomplete
“It’s extending the time
data. The database contains
frame of getting people to arrest records from law enwork,” she says, since it
forcement agencies around
takes screeners longer to
the country but only incomplete reports for emcludes final case outcome
ployers. The organization data roughly half the time,
generally tries to work with according to a 2013 report
state and local regulators to from the National Employmake sure background
ment Law Project. That
screeners have access to the means that arrests that redata they need to do their
sulted in an acquittal,
jobs, she says.
dropped charges, or even
expunged records can esUnder the federal Fair
sentially appear as unreCredit Reporting Act, ap- solved.
plicants do have the legal
right to receive copies of
And updating outdated or
their background checks
simply incorrect data in the
and to contest any inaccura- FBI’s files can be laborious
cies with the agencies that and can leave jobseekers
did the screening. But in
out of work while they
practice, critics say the pro- reach out to multiple agencess can be arduous even
cies to get the information
for experts, let alone for
fixed, says Maurice Emselindividuals looking to cor- lem, director of the NELP’s
rect their own records. Die- Access and Opportunity
trich says she’s had a
Program
screening firm resist
providing her with an address to send mail on behalf
of a client.

Lambeth is also the founder of Concerned CRAs, an
association of consumer
reporting agencies, as
screening companies are

“You have to know even
where to look—look for a
little link at the bottom [of
a firm’s website] that says
‘consumers,’ and maybe

And while the majority of
checks are likely accurate,
Dietrich says she’s seen a
“good number” of cases
where background reports
include information about
people with similar names
to her clients. In one case,
she says, a client with a
common name received a
report with 65 pages of
criminal history data about
unrelated people with similar names.
“I have even seen cases
where a female’s record is
attributed to a male or vice
versa, simply because they
don’t use gender information, even though they
have it,” she says.
Even job applicants who
do have criminal histories
can still be unfairly harmed
by slipshod background
checks. Often, convictions
legally expunged by a court
still show up on reports.
Crimes can also be misclassified, such as when misdemeanors are erroneously
labeled as felonies, Dietrich
says.

Continues next page

When Background
Checks Go Wrong
continued

“Basically, you have to go
back to the state that created the record to get it
fixed,” he says. “The FBI
won’t fix it in the FBI system.”
And while reforms to the
FBI background check system have been proposed as
part of bipartisan criminal
justice reform legislation,
they’ve yet to make it
through Congress.

Their systems track the
cases locally.

Turkey's Judicial
Courts

All cases must start at and
retain a record at the lower The lowest civil courts in
Turkey are named the civil
courts.
or peace courts and are to
Therefore, if you know of be found in every district,
then there are the civil
a case, the local Court
courts of first instance for
would have the record in
other civil cases than those
their system.
judged by the peace courts.
For outside each locality
The criminal courts are
the clerks have access to
penal courts of first ingetting information from
stance for minor cases and
other Courts.
central criminal courts for
The National office of the major cases that imply a
Criminal Records and Fin- penalty of over five years
of prison.
gerprinting office has all
arrests and criminal matter
for the whole Country.
New Suit Says

Nor, says Dietrich, have
regulators addressed issues
that have arisen around pri- The searches there are
vate background checks in very thorough for nationthe more than 45 years
wide searches.
since the Fair Credit Reporting Act became law,
such as how background
screeners should handle
record matching issues in
computerized databases or
how they should deal with
potentially expunged cases.

Cook County
Court Hinders
Access to Filings

“The world of regulation
of these companies is not
what it might be,” she says.

The Courthouse News
Service made the allegations against the Circuit
Court of Cook County in a
lawsuit filed last week in
Chicago federal court. It
says rights to free expression under the First
Amendment incorporate
rights to timely public access to civil suits.
It names Cook County
court clerk Dorothy Brown
as a defendant. A message
left at her office Monday
wasn't returned.

“It’s the best deal for the
most amount of people,”
she said. “I have some attorneys who spend $1,000 a
year, (and some) who
spend $50.”
Documents printed at the
clerk’s office will still cost
25 cents per page.
Previously, documents
were available for purchase
on the Secretary of State’s
website at $1.25 per document.

The Case Of The
Missing Tarrant
Court Cases

There is a problem in Tarrant,TX county courts, and
The nationwide news ser- it’s difficult to determine
vice says a large percentage just how big it is.
of Cook County lawsuits
are accessible soon after
In recent weeks, Starthey're filed. But it says
Telegram reporter Max
others are withheld for days Baker has reported on a
or weeks as they are pronumber of court cases that
cessed. It contrasts that
have disappeared — many
with how federal lawsuits involving high-profile litiare typically accessible
gants. More specifically,
online within minutes.
the cases cannot be found

by searching digital court
Skagit County, WA Superi- records.
or Court To Offer Documents Online
The Tarrant County district clerk and his office can
Recently, the court began find the files.
using the online system Odyssey to manage documents But you? You’re out of
and make them available
luck.
online, said Skagit County
Clerk Mavis Betz.
Another problem: a

Meanwhile, the promise
of future regulation is cold
comfort for home-seekers
like Jack, whose lives are
being immediately damaged by bad data in a dataobsessed world. “He has
suffered from homelessness,” Joshi says. “It’s had
a pretty big impact.”

She said the service is targeted at law firms and real
estate title companies that
often pull hundreds of dollars worth of documents a
year.

The Background
Investigator
Goes To South
Africa

“glitch” in the computer
system automatically boots
confidential and sensitive
cases out of the searchable,
public-facing digital archive system.

Tarrant County District
The service will cost $250 Clerk Tom Wilder has
to $600 a year, based on the started working on the
size of the organization.
problems. Wilder says a
software fix — which
Members of the public who should come this month —
don’t want to pay for acwill fix that.
cess to the online service
will still be able to get doc- The lack of access — and
uments at the clerk’s office the inability to determine
as they have in the past, she how many records cannot
said.
be found — raises serious

In a continuing series, The
Background Investigator,
sens its attorneys to various
countries around the world
to explore the justice systems and bring back to you
their findings. This month
Fred Frankel visited South
Africa. Here is his report:

questions about lawsuits
They will have access to
throughout the civil and
the same documents availa- family courts.
ble online, she said.

Obtaining Criminal Records in South Africa
by Fred Frankel, Esq.
In South Africa, I met
with the Clerk in the Cape
Town and Johannesburg
courts.

A legal news service is su
ing one of the nation's busiest courts for allegedly
hampering access to newly
filed civil cases.

Johannesburg, South Africa Court

Betz said the fees for the
Odyssey service are based
on the average amount organizations pay per year for
documents.

Background
Check Alphabet
Soup Creates
Nightmares
by William J. Simmons

A Philadelphia employer
conducting background
screening may soon have to
navigate no less than six
federal, state and local
laws. Other jurisdictions
also have backgroundcheck related laws, creating
an even larger headache for
multistate employers.

purposes.
If the employer wants to
reject a candidate based on
the report, however, it must
provide “pre-adverse action” and “adverse action”
notices:

The employer must provide a copy of the consumer report and a proscribed
notice of federal rights before any final decision is
made based on the report;
and
If the employer finally determines to reject the candidate based on the consumer
Law firms conducting
report, the employer must
background checks on their provide written notice that
own workforces and lawthe decision was made “in
yers who advise employers whole or in part” on the
on hiring must recognize
report in a letter with certhe pitfalls the patchwork
tain mandated language in
of laws cause. This article 15 U.S.C. Section 1681b(b)
describes key traps caused (3).
by the “alphabet soup” of Lawsuits over the last five
Pennsylvania background years have raised complicheck laws:
ance questions based on
stretched readings of the
The federal Fair Credit Re- otherwise-simple-sounding
porting Act (FCRA);
law, such as:
The Pennsylvania Criminal
History Record Information What is the proper content
Act (CHRIA);
of a FCRA disclosure? NeiThe Pennsylvania Human ther the law nor the regulaRelations Act (PHRA);
tors have provided a “safe
The Philadelphia Fair
harbor” form. Recent class
Criminal Record Screening action cases have alleged
Standards Ordinance
millions of dollars of statu(FCRSS);
tory damages based claims
The Philadelphia ordinance that an employer’s disclothat added credit check pro- sure form allegedly conhibitions to the Philadelph- tained a few sentences that
ia Fair Practices Ordinance purportedly did not
(FPO); and
“solely” relate to the fact
The Philadelphia ordinance that a consumer report
banning inquiries about ap- would be obtained. The
plicants’ salary histories
U.S. Court of Appeals for
(SHO—for salary history
the Ninth Circuit held that
ordinance).
even a single sentence of
The FCRA
“release” language in a disclosure willfully violated
The FCRA regulates em- the law.
ployers who use a consumer reporting agency to con- What is the possible adduct background checks.
verse action that triggers
The FCRA is not limited
the duty to provide a prestrictly to “credit” checks. adverse action notice?
It also covers education and Some plaintiffs now allege
employment verifications that even an internal deciand criminal record search- sion to mark a candidate
es performed by a consum- ineligible is itself an ader reporting agency. The
verse action (not just, for
key initial requirement for instance, when the candimost employers is informed date is informed will not
consent. The employer
get the job). Others chalmust obtain written authori- lenge the use of consumer
zation for the report. It also reporting agencies to delivmust “clearly and conspicu- er pre-adverse action noticously” disclose in a
es or help them adjudicate
“document consisting sole- report results. The claim is
ly of the disclosure” that a that the adverse action occonsumer report will be
curs when the agency apobtained for employment
plies employer guidelines

to interpret negative results The PHRA
on the report.
Individuals with negative
The CHRIA
credit or criminal histories
are not specifically enumerThe CHRIA requires that ated as protected classes
employers only deny appli- under the PHRA. However,
cants jobs based on misde- the PHRC takes the stance
meanor and felony convic- that excluding individuals
tions if those convictions
from employment based on
“relate to the applicant’s
credit or criminal history
suitability for employment may cause an unlawful disin the position for which he parate impact on certain
has applied.” The CHRIA protected categories of
also mandates written noti- workers (employers may be
fication when rejecting an aware of a similar view esapplicant based on criminal poused by the U.S. EEOC).
records.
The contours of the
Importantly, CHRIA also “disparate impact” theory
applies to background
are beyond this article. But
checks not regulated by
the takeaway is employers
FCRA, such as where the
must take special precauemployer checks criminal tions before deciding to use
record histories itself
criminal or credit history to
through the Pennsylvania
restrict employment. OtherState Police or court recwise, expensive and probords, rather than via a con- ing companywide investisumer reporting agency.
gations by a government
agency about background
Litigation has raised ques- check decision-making may
tions about the CHRIA’s
follow. “Bright line” excluinterpretation such as:
sionary rules, without assessing each individual’s
Does the law apply to cur- particular circumstances,
rent employees or just ap- are disfavored. Instead, the
plicants? What about appli- PHRC encourages employcants who start work condi- ers to assess many factors,
tioned on their still-to-come such as: The circumstances,
background check results? number and seriousness of
The law’s plain text only
the disqualified individual’s
refers to applicants. Some prior offense(s); the duties
litigants have tried to apply and responsibilities of the
the law to employees by
job; the time that has
inference or by crafting
elapsed subsequent to the
“public policy termination” conviction, and evidence of
claims.
rehabilitation. The PHRC
also treats more favorably
What does it mean for a
employers who ask crimiconviction to “relate”
nal record history questions
broadly to the “suitability” later in the hiring process,
for a position? The law of- showing they gave the indifers no firm guidance or
vidual every chance to gain
safe harbor, so the analysis favor before the conviction
varies based on the factual history was revealed.
circumstances of each case.
The FCRSS
If an employment decision
is based on the applicant’s
The FCRSS regulates
self-disclosure of criminal practically each step of the
history, or that the applibackground check process
cant falsified statements in for Philadelphia employers:
an employment application,
does the law apply? Courts Employers must post a nohave mostly agreed that
tice of the law on their
information sourced direct- website and premises;
ly from the candidate does Any statement about criminot constitute “criminal
nal background checks in
record history information” application materials must
as defined by the law
include language that con(meaning the law would not sideration of the backapply) and that falsification ground check will be taiis outside of the law’s am- lored to the job;
bit. But litigants continue Employers cannot ask
to battle over those issues. criminal record history
questions on the employ-

ment application or whether an applicant would submit to a background check
if hired (a disclaimer directing Philadelphia applicants
not to answer will not work
to comply);
Employers must wait to
conduct background checks
on applicants until after a
conditional offer is made;
Employers may not rely on
non-pending arrests;
Employers may only consider criminal convictions
that occurred fewer than
seven years from the inquiry excluding periods of
actual incarceration;
Employers must consider
six factors before deciding
not to hire a job applicant
because of criminal records; and
Employers must provide a
copy of the criminal background check to the applicant and give them ten
business days to explain or
provide evidence the derogatory information is inaccurate.
The FPO
The Philadelphia credit
checks ordinance makes it
unlawful for employers to
consider a job applicant’s
or employee’s credit for
employment decisions.
This includes information
about debt, credit worthiness, credit score, payment
history, bank account balances, bankruptcies, judgments, liens, or items under
collection. There are exemptions, so employers
must determine whether all
jobs they use credit in
screening for fit within the
exemptions.
Where an exemption applies, the employer must
still tell the applicant or
employee the information
that caused any adverse action. Much like the FCRA,
the employer must give the
applicant an opportunity to
explain the information before any final adverse action.

Straightline
International’s
Marianas search gets
you the hits that the
competition ALWAYS
misses.
We are SAIPAN

Background Check
Nightmares, continued
The SHO
Philadelphia’s salary history ban ordinance is not
yet in effect due to federal
court litigation over its constitutionality. But should
the ordinance go into effect, it flatly prohibits employers from asking about
the prior compensation of
job applicants. It also prohibits retaliation against
applicants for asserting
their rights. Although the
ordinance does not specifically address employment
verifications that may disclose salary history, conservative employers will
want to advise their consumer reporting agencies
not to provide any prior
compensation information
as part of background
checks.

Using The CPIC
Database For
Pre-Employment
Purposes
Can you or can't you?
That is not the question.
Rather, the question is should you?

CPIC.
According to Les Rosen,
NAPBS Chairperson and
FCRA-compliance authority,

Rosen, indeed, rather than
could I use the CPIC database, a question you need
ask yourself is should I?

Employment

"There are some counties
Screening
in certain states that are
available on a database.
Resources (ESR)
However, employers
should never use a criminal Creates
database for employment
Infographic For
decisions, and should alCalifornia Ban
ways make sure that a
screening company is uti- the Box Law
lizing the most hands-on
by Thomas Ahearn
means available to obtain
criminal records, which is
Employment Screening
usually an on-site search at Resources® (ESR) has crethe courthouse.
ated a California Ban the
Box Law Infographic to
There are a number of dis- help employers understand
advantages to a database
Assembly Bill 1008, a law
search.
prohibiting private employers from asking about the
First, the database may
criminal history of applinot be absolutely current.
cants before a conditional
job offer that takes effect
Secondly, not all counties January 1, 2018. To access
have criminal records on
the infographic, complete
the database.
this form.
Third, databases are notorious for being inaccurate.
Fourth, if an applicant’s
name does appear, the actual records must still be
pulled from the courthouse.

Denying employment
based just upon a name in a
database without reviewing
•
Fact -Only criminal the actual court file would
record information conviolate a number of laws
cerning indictable and hy- and rights of applicants.
brid offences is held by
Employers who rely on daCPIC.
tabases for employment
•
Fact - The names of decisions are opening
persons who have been
themselves up to serious
charged but never convict- lawsuits.
ed cannot be accessed from
the CPIC database (with
The bottom line is that an
some exceptions).
employer who relies upon
•
Fact - Information such a database, and still
stored in local and provin- hires a person with a crimicial criminal records sysnal record resulting in some
tems may or may not be
claim of damages, may not
found in the CPIC datahave the legal protection
base. Since there is no leg- they thought they had.
islation in place that requires local police to subThere would be a considmit criminal information to erable legal question as to
CPIC (with the exception
whether having used a dataof the Young Offenders
base would provide eviAct), the criminal records dence of due diligence. In
of the central system do not other words, databases may
reflect the totality of recwell not demonstrate that
ords that exist.
an employer took reasona•
Fact - Local or pro- ble care."
vincial reporting systems
contain various record inBased on the knowledge
formation relating to sum- of these facts provided by
mary offences
The John Howard Society
(misdemeanors) and proof Alberta and of the opinvincial statutes not found in ions expressed by Les

of ‘The Safe Hiring Manual.’
The California Ban the
Box Law Infographic helps
employers understand what
practices with criminal records are considered unlawful under AB 1008 and
teaches them how to perform an “Individualized
Assessment” to consider
the nature and gravity of
the offense or conduct, the
time that has passed since
the offense or conduct and
completion of the sentence,
and the nature of the job
held or sought.

The Ban the Box infographic explains what employers should do if they
make a preliminary decision that the criminal records of applicants disqualifies them from employment, how applicants have
at least five (5) business
days to respond to the preliminary decision, and what
actions employers need to
take after making a final
California Governor Jerry decision to deny applicants
Brown signed AB 1008 in a job solely or in part beOctober 2017 and the law cause of their conviction
applies to employers in the history.
state with five or more employees. In 2013, California The infographic also copassed Ban the Box legisla- vers exemptions where AB
tion – AB 218 – which ap- 1008 does not apply, potential issues with overlapping
plied to public jobs. The
“Ban the Box” law removes city and county Ban the
the box on job applications Box laws – such as those in
Los Angeles and San Franapplicants are asked to
check if they have a crimi- cisco – not giving a clear
nal record and delays such state-wide solution, and tips
for employers on updating
inquiries until later in the
applications and training
hiring process.
hiring managers. The info“Originally, Ban the Box graphic is available by
laws were concerned with completing a form at http://
www2.esrcheck.com/
the initial the application
process. However, many of l/67412/2017-12-04/b8fxt7.
these laws,
such as the
new California
law, have morphed into ‘Fair
Chance’ laws
that also impose processes
for how criminal information
is utilized. In
other words, it
is often no
longer limited
to just the application process,” says
ESR founder
and CEO Attorney Lester
Rosen, author

Rosen says another critical aspect for California
employers is that AB 1008
does not preempt local Ban
the Box laws, so employers
need to pay attention to
Ban the Box laws in Los
Angeles and San Francisco
that can differ along with
the statewide law. To make
matters more complicated,
California did not give employers any incentives to
hire ex-offenders by
providing protection from
lawsuits for negligent hiring.
“Local governments in
Los Angeles and San Francisco cannot legally give
employers protection if
they hire ex-offenders and
the California legislature
chose not to promote and
encourage hiring exoffenders by adding some
degree of protection from
lawsuits,” says Rosen, who
adds that some question if
Ban the Box laws will have
the unintentional consequence of making it more
difficult for ex-offenders to
find jobs.
Currently, 30 states and
more than 150 cities and
counties have Ban the Box
laws that remove the criminal history question from
applications, according to
the National Employment
Law Project (NELP). A
study released by the NELP
in 2011 estimated that approximately 65 million
people in the United States
have criminal records –
more than one in four
American adults – showing
the need for Ban the Box
laws

The Background
Investigator
Goes To
Colombia
In a continuing series, The
Background Investigator, is
sending its attorneys to various countries around the
world to explore the justice
systems and bring back to
you their findings. This
month Fred Frankel visited
Bogota, Colombia. Here is
his report:
Obtaining Criminal Records in Bogota
by Fred Frankel, Esq.
There are 3 criminal court
in Bogota. Each Court has
its own separate computer
system for keeping records.
There is also the DAS and
Attorney General’s office
where records are kept on
criminal cases.
The Attorney General has
no system from which records can be searched.
(Additionally due to recent
political events in Bogota
getting anyone to see you
there is extremely difficult.)
The Departamento Administrativo de Seguridad
(DAS) is the central Police
Station.
They have nationwide
search capability and issue
certificates.
They only will give the
certificates and deal with
the individual person.
I met with the Director
and there is still the possibility of obtaining the certificates with the proper
authorizations and finger
print cards.
For all Colombia searches
the ID number is very important.
Court of Justice there are
Of the 3 courts, the Sualso public terminals.
preme Court is the easiest
to get the information from. The clerks I met with at
those courts were not as
It is the highest level court helpfulas at the Supreme
for criminal matters and
Court..
civil matters alike.
Because of the uncoThey have public terminals operativeness of the clerks
there and of the 2 clerks I in obtaining information, it
met with both were helpful. should prove especially difficult to do so by phone.
In the Tribunal Court and

The Background
Check Joke That
Wasn’t So Funny
This girl does a background check on every single guy she dates.
Sound a bit drastic? Indeed, it is drastic and if you
had to run a background
check on every guy you
went out with it really
would take the fun out of
dating.
It would kind of make you
feel like not bothering at
all. Still, this girl has a
good reason for doing so.
Her friend did one for the
first time on a guy she liked
as a joke, just to see what
would come up. And what
came up shook her to the
core.
It was by no means funny.
The guy was a convicted
rapist.
So you see, she does have
a good reason to do background checks but it is sad
when you think about it.

vices. (In Regina, Saskatoon and Prince Albert,
child protection matters are
handled by the Court of
Queen's Bench.)

Courts Of
Saskatchewan

Municipal (Bylaw) Court
In Regina and Saskatoon,
deals with violations under
city bylaws, including parking tickets, noise infractions and domestic animal
violations. In other court
locations, bylaw matters are
combined with regular
court matters.
Youth Justice
Deals with young people
between the ages of 12 and
17 years who are charged
with committing a criminal
offence under the Youth
Criminal Justice Act.

The Provincial Court

Civil - Small Claims Court
Deals with legal disputes of
The Provincial Court deals $20,000 or less. Often inwith a variety of legal mat- cludes claims for debts or
ters. They are generally
damages, recovery of
grouped as follows:
personal property and
consumer complaints.
Adult Criminal Court
Includes charges under
Traffic Court
the Criminal Code of
Canada and The ConIn Regina and Saskatrolled Drug and Subtoon, deals with traffic
stances Act. Deals with
offences, including
first appearances on all
speeding and other movcriminal matters.
ing (and non-moving)
violations. Also deals with
Family Services Court
offences under provincial
Deals with child protec- statutes, including liquor
tion hearings initiated by
and wildlife violations.
the Ministry of Social SerTraffic Court does not handle parking tickets. In other
court locations, traffic matStraightline International
are combined with regBest Turnaround Time In Guam ters
ular court matters.

XR2

Criminal Search
PUERTO RICO

The ‘XR2’ Puerto Rico search is insurance that you are
getting the best possible results.
We’ve all been doing this long enough...

Shouldn’t you be offering your clients the best?

Call 1-866-909-6678
Straightline International

Considerations
for Employers
As Medical
Marijuana
Approaches
by Joseph A. McNelis III

Gov. Tom Wolf signed
the Pennsylvania Medical
Marijuana Act in April
2016.
What Does the Medical
Marijuana Act Say About
Employment?
35 P.S. Section
10231.2103 of the act, titled “protections for patients and caregivers,” contains a specific provision
applicable to employers.
Section 2103(b) contains an
anti-discrimination provision, but makes clear that
an employer need not accommodate an employee
using or being under the
influence of marijuana on
the employer’s premises.
Section 2103(b)(1) states,
in pertinent part: “No employer may discharge,
threaten, refuse to hire or
otherwise discriminate or
retaliate against an employee … solely on the basis of
such employee’s status as
an individual who is certified to use medical marijuana.” Section 2 goes on to
state, however, that,
“nothing in this act shall
require an employer to
make any accommodation
of the use of medical marijuana on the property or
premises of any place of
employment.” Lastly, the
act states that it shall not
require an employer to,
“commit any act that would
put the employer or any
person acting on its behalf
in violation of federal law.”

law and found in favor of
employers on these issues.
However, more recent cases highlight the applicability of state medical marijuana laws and the need for
compliance by employers.
In Emerald Steel Fabricators v. Bureau of Labor &
Industry, 230 P.3d 518
(Ore. 2010), the employer
discharged an individual
after he disclosed that he
was a registered user of
medical cannabis, and the
employee filed suit under
the state’s disability discrimination statute. The
Oregon Supreme Court
held that the employer did
not act unlawfully in terminating the employee, holding that because federal law
prohibited the use of cannabis, and the employer discharged the employee for
engaging in illegal activity,
the Oregon disability statute did not apply. Similarly,
the Colorado Supreme
Court held that, although
the use of medical cannabis
was lawful under state law,
an employer could terminate an employee who uses
medical cannabis program
because it was still unlawful to do so under federal
law, see Coats v. Dish Network, 350 P.3d 849 (Colo.
2015).

Recent decisions from
courts in the Northeast have
signaled a potential swing
of the pendulum. In March,
the Supreme Judicial Court
of Massachusetts held that
a plaintiff who was discharged after testing positive on a pre-employment
drug test stated a prima facie case of discrimination
because she was a
“handicapped person” under the state’s disability
statute, and her use of medical marijuana recommendWhat Do Section 2103 and ed by her doctor was a
Applicable Federal Laws
“reasonable accommodaMean for Employers?
tion,” as in Barbuto v. Advantage Sales and MarketHiring and Firing
ing, No. SJC-12226 (Mass.
March 9). Similarly, a
Because the decision to
Rhode Island trial court
hire or fire an employee
ruled that federal law did
may implicate the employ- not pre-empt Rhode Isee’s right to use medical or land’s medical marijuana
recreational cannabis, em- statute and that the employployers must be aware of
er’s discharge of an emthe applicable law. State
ployee for her medical macourt decisions from the
rijuana use was a violation
early part of this decade
of both the state’s medical
emphasized marijuana’s
marijuana and civil rights
illegal status under federal statutes in Callaghan v.

Darlington Fabrics, No. PC
-2014-5680 (R.I. Super. Ct.
May 23, 2017). Notably,
the Rhode Island statute
contains employmentrelated provisions which
mirror 35 P.S. Section
10231.103.

from the workplace and
still perform their job. Before taking any action, the
employer should ensure
that it ties its decision to the
hardship in accommodating
the employee, the employee’s inability to complete
the job, or a decline in the
There is some uncertainty employee’s performance.
in how Pennsylvania courts
would determine whether Zero Tolerance and Drug
an employment decision
Testing Policies
was made “solely on the
Another important considbasis” of an employee’s
eration for employers is the
status as a medical marijua- desire to maintain a safe
na user. Thus, employer
and drug-free workplace.
should examine and docu- The act neither requires an
ment hiring and adverse
employer to allow the use
action decisions to ensure of cannabis on their premisthere is a basis other than
es nor prohibits employers
an employee’s status as a
from implementing a legitilawful user of cannabis,
mate drug testing policy.
such as safety or an inabil- Indeed, the act provides
ity to effectively complete that, “nothing in this act
the employee’s essential
shall require an employer to
job duties.
make any accommodation
of the use of medical mariEmployee Working Condi- juana on the property or
tions and Reasonable Ac- premises of any place of
commodations
employment.” Furthermore,
the federal government reEmployers must also be
quires contractors in certain
mindful of the Americans industries, such as transporwith Disabilities Act
tation, to submit to drug
(ADA), 42 U.S.C. Sections testing, a requirement
12101. The ADA generally which likely would not be
prohibits employers from
superseded by state law.
discriminating against employees with disabilities
There is a recognized need
and requires employers to for employers to maintain a
make accommodations for safe and drug-free workemployees with a disability, place, and employers
so long as the accommoda- should not abandon a legitition does not impose an
mate drug testing policy
“undue hardship.” Because that has those goals in
individuals certified under mind. However, because
the act will do so in order the act states that employto treat a
“serious medical condition,
see 35 P.S. Section 10231.103,
they will usually qualify as
being
“disabled” under the ADA.
After determining an employee has a
qualified disability, employers would be
wise to engage
in an initial interactive process to determine whether it
is feasible to
make accommodations for
the employee to
lawfully use
cannabis away

ers cannot take an adverse
employment action “solely”
due to an employee’s status
as a medical marijuana user, employers should examine their existing drug testing policies, and particularly any “zero tolerance” policy. In doing so, employers
should set clear expectations for employees and
state the legitimate purpose
of such testing. As noted
above, any decisions made
based on a positive drug
test for marijuana must be
preceded by an examination of the employee’s status under the act, whether a
reasonable accommodation
is available, and whether
the employee can perform
the essential functions of
their job.
While medical marijuana
presents new and unique
challenges for employers,
general best practices will
help to fend off legal
claims and place the employer in the best position
should litigation arise. In
all cases, employers should
engage in a deliberative and
documented process which
connects employment decisions to the important interests of employee conduct,
job performance, and workplace safety.

Les Rosen’s
Corner

A monthly column
By Lester Rosen,
Attorney at Law

A Tale of Two
References-

One Makes You
Liable for Damages
and the Other Does
Not

suggesting Berry was an
excellent clinician, would
be an asset to any anesthesia service and that he was
recommended highly as an
anesthesiologist.
The second medical provider was a hospital where
Berry had practiced. Instead of saying anything
positive or negative, the
hospital simply provided
dates of employment and
occupation. However, the
hospital also claimed the
reason it did not go into
detail was that “there was a
large volume of inquiries.”
Even though the hospital
gave in-depth recommendations to 13 other physicians, it appeared that the
hospital did not want to say
anything about Dr. Berry.

The first hospital failed to
disclose that Berry had onduty drug use, and that his
In a 2008 federal appeals undocumented and suspicase, two past medical em- cious withdrawal of
ployers gave past employ- Demerol had “violated the
standard of care,” or proment information for the
same anesthesiologist. Af- vide other negative inforter the anesthesiologist, Dr. mation.
Robert Berry, moved on to
In the decision, the apyet another hospital, he
peals
court had no difficulbotched a routine 15 minute
ty
finding
that the medical
procedure, leaving a patient
group
was
clearly liable,
in a permanent vegetative
under
the
theory
that once a
state due to Berry’s own
party volunteers inforaddiction to drugs.
mation, it has a duty of care
The new hospital and its to insure the information is
insurance company settled correct. Otherwise, it
with the victim and in turn amounts to a misrepresensued the previous two med- tation by material omission.
ical organizations for mis- The court clarified that a
representations in the past party does not incur liability every time it casually
employment information
given to the new hospital. makes an incorrect statement. However, the court
The allegation was based
noted that:
upon misrepresentations
since the new hospital
“But if an employer
claimed it hired Berry bemakes
a misleading statecause the defendants did
ment
in
a referral letter
not give accurate inforabout
the
performance of
mation by withholding inits former employees, the
formation about misconformer employer may be
duct and drug use.
liable for its statements if
The first defendant was a the facts and circumstances
medical group that was ful- warrant. Here, defendants
(medical group) were recly aware that Berry had a
drug abuse issue. After giv- ommending an anesthesioling Berry a second chance, ogist, who had the lives of
Berry continued to misuse patients in his hands every
drugs. Berry was terminat- day. Policy considerations
dictate that the defendants
ed for that reason.
had a duty to avoid misrepresentations in their referral
Against that backdrop,
letters if they mislead plainwhen asked for a recommendation by the new hos- tiffs into thinking that Dr.
pital, members of the medi- Berry was an “excellent”
cal group made statements anesthesiologist, where
they had information that

he was a drug addict.”

gate each time if negative
matters about a past emThe situation with the first ployee was the type that
hospital, however, was
had to be disclosed. The
more complicated. The first bottom line: if an employer
hospital knew that Berry
limits itself to just dates of
was a potential danger, but employment and job title, it
yet chose to say nothing,
has no obligation to warn
hiding behind a claim that of future dangerousness,
they were too busy to pro- provided the employer did
vide more details.
not falsely mislead the new
employer.
The Court noted that it
found no Louisiana case, or That is why so many emcases outside of Louisiana, ployers choose to not say
that imposed a requirement anything either way. Howthat a past employer reveal ever, contacting past emnegative past information, ployers is still one of the
absent a situation where the most vital aspects of due
past employer made some diligence. It can be as imsort of affirmative misrep- portant as doing criminal
resentation. In other words, checks. Some employers
the first hospital did not
make a costly mistake by
have a legal duty to volun- not checking past employtarily step up and give neg- ment because of the issues
ative information, as long raised in this case and the
as it limited its report to
expectation that past emjust factual employment
ployers will not give any
data such as dates and job information but dates of
title.
employment and job title.
The court noted that,
“And although the (first
hospital) might have had an
ethical obligation to disclose their knowledge of
Dr. Berry’s drug problems,
they were also rightly concerned about a possible defamation claim if they communicated negative information about Dr. Berry.”
The Court noted that if
such an obligation were
imposed upon employers,
there would not only be
privacy concerns, but it
would create a burden if
employers had to investi-

will not give any information but dates of employment and job title.
Just documenting the fact
that an effort was made will
demonstrate due diligence.
Verification of dates of employment and job titles are
also critical because an employer must be concerned
about unexplained gaps in
the employment history.
Although there can be
many reasons for a gap in
employment, if an applicant
cannot account for the past
seven to ten years, that can
be a red flag.

It is also critical to know
where a person has been
because of the way criminal
records are maintained in
the United States. Contrary
to popular belief, there is
not a national criminal database available to most
private employers. Searches must be conducted at
each relevant courthouse,
That is why so many em- and there are over 10,000
ployers choose to not say
courthouses in America.
anything either way. A
However, if an employer
practice has developed es- knows where an applicant
sentially that if you do not has been as a result of past
have something good to
employment checks, it insay, then don't say anything creases the accuracy of a
at all.
criminal search, and decreases the possibility that
However, contacting past an applicant has served
employers is still one of the time for a serious offense.
most vital aspects of due
diligence. It can be as imThe case is Kadlec Mediportant as doing criminal
cal vs. Lakeview, 527 F.3d
checks. Employers make a 412 (5th Cir. 2008)
costly mistake by not
checking past employment
because of the issues raised
in this case and the expectation that past employers

Debt Kills Love
Like A Criminal
Record

A summary offence is a
criminal act that can be
proceeded with summarily,
without the right to a jury
trial and/or indictment
(required for an indictable
A recent survey by
CreditCards.com found that offence).
women would sever a relaAn indictable offence is
tionship with a lover who
an
offence which can only
couldn't pay routine bills as
be
tried on an indictment
quickly as she'd cut off a
after
a preliminary hearing
guy who revealed he had a
to
determine
whether there
criminal record.
is a prima facie case to anSpecifically, 70 percent of swer or by a grand jury (in
women said either a crimi- contrast to a summary ofnal record or crushing debt fence). In trials for indictable offences, the accused
was a relationship dealbreaker. Men, on the other normally has the right to a
hand, are far more tolerant jury trial, unless he or she
of a lover's runaway debt.
Only 37 percent would call
off a relationship if they
found their female friend
couldn't meet all her bills.

However, 57 percent of
women and 48 percent of
men say that a partner with
debt -- any debt -- is a "turn
-off." A whopping (and
somewhat difficult to fathom) 68 percent said the
same attitude on money is
the "most important factor
in a relationship."
When asked if they'd want
to know their partner's
credit score before getting
seriously involved, 57 percent of women and 47 percent of men said yes. On
the bright side, only 16 percent of Americans would
dump a partner who lost his
or her job.
And there might be hope
if your partner disagrees
with your approach to money. Fully seven in 10 -both men and women -said it was OK to insist that
a partner change their
spending habits. Of course
that may explain another
survey finding: 73 percent
say that couples argue most
about money.

Categories
Of Canada's
Criminal
Offences
The main categories of
criminal offences in Canada are summary conviction
offences and indictable offences.

waives that right.
Generally speaking
summary offences
are less serious and
indictable offences
are more serious.
Many offences can
be prosecuted as either a summary offence or an indictable
offence — the Crown
prosecutor makes this
choice.

A Note From
Phyllis Nadel

Felons More
Likely To
Re-offend
A convicted felon sentenced to probation for a
violent, property or drug
felony is more likely to reoffend within two years if
he or she leaves court with
an official “convicted felon” label and its barriers to
employment and civil
rights, according to a landmark study of nearly
96,000 probationers by
Florida State University
criminologists.

“The Labeling of Convicted Felons and Its Consequences for Recidivism,”
which is co-authored by
FSU Associate Professor of
criminology William Bales
and two recent recipients of
doctoral degrees in criminology from FSU.
While probationers formally labeled as convicted
felons re-offend at higher
rates -- regardless of race,
sex or prior convictions -than those not labeled, the
study found that recidivism
rates are even higher
among those who are labeled and white, compared
to labeled blacks or Hispanics; labeled and older than
30 when first convicted
compared to labeled younger offenders with prior convictions before age 30; and
for labeled women as opposed to labeled men.

“Our research demonstrates empirically that
harsher sanctions are actually counterproductive in
terms of making recidivism
-- and the victim, social and
economic costs associated
Comprising the first-ever with it -- more likely,” Chianalysis of the effects of a ricos said.
felony convict label, or lack
The research offers ample
thereof, on recidivism (reevidence
to support that
conviction) among adult
offenders, the FSU research contention. Its analysis of
is described in a paper pub- labeling effects examined
the recidivism experience
lished in the just-released
August edition of the jour- of 95,919 persons (71,548
men and 24,371 women)
nal Criminology.
sentenced to probation in
Florida courts between
Those findings from
FSU’s College of Criminol- 2000 and 2002 after a
guilty verdict or plea for a
ogy and Criminal Justice
violent property or drug
are expected to resonate
across the state of Florida, felony. Judges had withheld
where the law gives judges adjudication in about 60
the discretion to withhold percent of the
adjudication of guilt -- and sample; the balwith it the label -- for con- ance had adjudivicted felons sentenced to cation formally
applied, which
probation.
served to certify
the felony convict
“When Florida judges
label. The study
withhold adjudication of
guilt, as they have in about looked only at the
half of such cases in recent number of probayears, probationers lawfully tioners who committed new ofavoid the convicted felon
label for that offense, pre- fenses within two
years of completserving both their civil
rights and the ability to pur- ing their original
sue employment and other sentence, not at
legitimate activities without technical violaimpediment,” said Ted Chi- tions of the terms
of probation.
ricos, the William Julius
Wilson Professor of CrimiDuring the twonology at FSU. Chiricos is
year
follow-up
the lead author of the paper,
period, 19 percent

of the total sample -- including both labeled and
unlabeled felony probationers -- re-offended. However, adjudication of guilt increased the odds of recidivism for women by 19 percent compared to men, and
for whites by 16 percent
compared to minority offenders.
Chiricos noted that the
negative effects of the
stronger sanction are especially pronounced for firsttime offenders who are older as well as for those who
are white or female. Those
somewhat unexpected findings appear indicative of
the even greater toll and
criminal stigma of the convicted felon label for those
with what criminology theory calls “a greater stake in
conformity to societal expectations,” he said.
Stephanie Bontrager, now a
senior research analyst at
“Based on evidence in the Tallahassee’s Justice Rerecords of more than
search Center.
95,000 individuals tracked
for two years, it’s clear that Registered users can acjudges who withhold adju- cess the FSU paper via the
dication of guilt when sen- online version of Criminoltencing felons to probation ogy’s August 2007 edition
also are practicing good
at http://www.blackwellpublic policy,” Chiricos
synergy.com/toc/crim/45/3.
said. “Minimizing harm
when administering justice “We hope this study
benefits both the offender serves to better inform poliand the community to
cy and its practitioners in
which he or she returns.”
this critical area,” Chiricos
said. “After all, anyone
In addition to Chiricos and found guilty of a felony and
Bales, co-authors of the
sentenced to probation has
FSU College of Criminolo- already experienced a clear
gy and Criminal paper are expression of disapproval
recent FSU Ph.D. recipients from his or her community,
Kelle Barrick, currently a but when the added sancresearch analyst in the col- tion of labeling is avoided,
lege’s Center for Criminol- they can still re-enter and
ogy and Public Policy, and participate in that commu-

nity of law-abiding citizens.
If labeling makes participation more difficult or impossible, probationers are
significantly more likely to
gravitate back to criminal
associations and activities,
and ultimately we will all
pay the price.”

What's Your Hit
Ratio?
A spot-check on people
already working in Australian child-related employment canm back with 30
records found. They
checked over 85,000 current workers.

That is a 0.000352941 hit
ratio
(three ten-thousandths of
one percent)
That's the same as doing
85,000 searches in one
county and getting 30 hits;
Or 8500 searches and getting 3 hits;

Or 2833
searches
and getting 1 hit.

What Is Needed
For A UK Civil
Search

separate search.

The registry has records
for the Isle of Man from
1995, Scotland from 1990,
For civil searches in Eng- Northern Ireland from
1993, Jersey from 1994 and
land and Wales:
the Irish Republic from
Need the Name, Address, 1998.
Town and County to be
searched. Each County is a The judgments are from

three sections.
The County Courts which
includes administrative orders and child support
agency orders.
Second, the High Court
Judgments and finally the
fines from local area justices.
Judgments only remain in
the registry for up to seven
years from the date of judgment.
The information obtained
will include the case number, details of payments or
lack of payment and the
claimant’s information.

Havana
Provincial Court
78604252
Teniente Rey No. 605, e/
Prado y Zulueta, La Habana Vieja

Havana
Municipal
Courts
Tribunales municipales
Diez de Octubre
Arroyo Naranjo
Boyeros
Centro Habana
Cerro
Cotorro
Diez de Octubre
Guanabacoa
La Habana del Este
La Habana Vieja
La Lisa
Marianao P
laya Plaza de la Revolución
Regla San Miguel del Padrón

